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Supraglacial Streams on the Greenland Ice Sheet
Delineated From Combined Spectral–Shape
Information in High-Resolution
Satellite Imagery
Kang Yang and Laurence C. Smith
Abstract—Supraglacial meltwater streams and lakes that form
each summer across large expanses of the Greenland Ice Sheet
(GrIS) ablation zone have global implications for sea level rise
but remain one of the least studied hydrologic systems on Earth.
Remote sensing of supraglacial streams is challenging owing to
their narrow width (∼1–30 m) and proximity to other features
having similar visible/near-infrared reflectance (lakes and slush)
or shape (dry stream channels, crevasses, and fractures). This
letter presents a new automated “spectral–shape” procedure for
delineating actively flowing streams in high-resolution satellite
imagery, utilizing both spectral and pattern information. First,
a modified normalized difference water index adapted for ice
(NDWIice ) enhances the spectral contrast between open water
and drier snow/ice surfaces. Next, three NDWIice thresholds are
used to mask deep-water lakes and discern open water from slush,
in concert with a multipoints fast marching method to rejoin
resulting stream fragments. Comparison of this procedure with
manual digitization for six WorldView-2 images in southwestern
Greenland demonstrates its value for detecting actively flowing
supraglacial streams, particularly in slushy areas where classification performance dramatically improves (85.2% success) versus
simple threshold methods (52.9% and 59.4% success for low and
moderate thresholds, respectively). While a simple threshold approach is satisfactory for areas known to be slush free, the procedure outlined here enables comprehensive stream mapping across
the GrIS ablation zone, regardless of slush conditions and/or the
presence of similarly shaped glaciological features.
Index Terms—Fast marching method, Greenland Ice Sheet
(GrIS), mathematical morphology, normalized difference water
index (NDWI), supraglacial stream hydrology, WorldView-2.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) is losing mass due to a
combination of increased surface meltwater runoff and
iceberg calving [1], [2]. Estimates of the former are large
and have been calculated to contribute more than ∼40% of
the total GrIS mass loss from 2000 to 2008 [3]. However,
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such estimates remain unverified because they are derived from
climate variables and modeling, rather than direct observations
of hydrologic processes on the ice sheet.
One reason for this is that the GrIS surface drainage system
is extraordinarily complex, consisting of a largely unstudied
ephemeral patchwork of supraglacial lakes, streams, crevasses,
fractures, and moulins (vertical conduits that conduct water to
the subsurface) [4]. High-resolution mapping of these features
and their evolution over time would substantially advance
scientific understanding of GrIS mass balance, ice flow dynamics, and contributions to global sea level rise. However,
most remote-sensing studies of GrIS supraglacial hydrology to
date have focused on the distribution and evolution of lakes
large enough to be visible in coarse- or moderate- resolution
satellite imagery (e.g., Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, Landsat Thematic Mapper/Enhanced Thematic
Mapper Plus, and Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission
and Reflection Radiometer [5]–[12]). Aside from field studies
[13], [14], far less attention has been given to supraglacial
streams; thus, even basic understanding of their abundance,
temporal dynamics, and interactions with glaciological features
is currently lacking [15].
A prime reason for this knowledge gap is that flow widths
of most supraglacial streams are too narrow (∼1–30 m) to be
confidently detected in coarse- or moderate-resolution satellite
imagery. However, a growing availability of high-resolution imagery such as IKONOS, GeoEye, QuickBird, and WorldView1/2 raises prospects for studying the evolution of supraglacial
stream networks across the GrIS. This requires new automated computational methods to be developed, owing to the
large number of images required to study hydrologic processes
with high spatial resolution across large areas of the ablation
zone. A particular challenge is discriminating actively flowing
supraglacial streams from other glaciological features with
similar spectral signatures (particularly slush, which often has
low visible/near-infrared (NIR) reflectance such as open water),
and shapes (e.g., dry stream channels, crevasses, and fractures)
also common to the ablation zone of the GrIS.
This letter presents an automated procedure to exploit
both spectral and shape information to delineate supraglacial
streams on the GrIS ablation zone using high-resolution visible/
NIR satellite imagery. Its overall strategy is to use both
spectral and shape information to discern actively flowing
streams from other features with similar visible/NIR reflectance
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Fig. 2. Two NDWI transformations of a GrIS supraglacial lake.
(a) WorldView-2 image (red, green, and blue (RGB): bands 5, 3, and 2).
(b) Conventional NDWI. (c) Ice-adapted NDWIice .

Fig. 1. Methodological flowchart for delineating actively flowing supraglacial
streams on the GrIS.

(e.g., lakes and slush) and/or shape (dry stream channels,
crevasses, and fractures). Therefore, its prime tasks are as
follows: 1) distinguish active streams from lakes, slush and
ice; 2) distinguish active streams from other linear and/or
semilinear features that do not contain water; and 3) test and
validate this approach using WorldView-2 imagery acquired
for the GrIS ablation zone near Kangerlussuaq, southwestern
Greenland, an area rich in supraglacial stream networks. These
tasks are achieved through a multistep procedure of water
extraction, stream delineation, and slush elimination (see Fig. 1)
as follows.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Water Extraction
The first step is to extract all wet features (flowing streams,
lakes, and slush) present on the ice sheet through spectral
discrimination from bare ice, dry snow, and firn. This was
achieved through modification of the normalized difference
water index (NDWI), which is usually used for delineation of
open water on terrestrial land surfaces [16]. NDWI is typically calculated using the normalized ratio of green and NIR
bands (NDWI = (GREEN − NIR)/(GREEN + NIR)), owing
to higher NIR reflectance of surrounding terrestrial vegetation
and soil relative to water. However, this approach is unsuitable
for glaciological environments as melting ice, snow, and firn
also have low reflectivity in the NIR wavelengths. The modified
NDWI proposed here instead uses the normalized ratio of the
blue and red bands to better discern supraglacial water features
in this unique environment, i.e.,
NDWIice =

BLUE − RED
.
BLUE + RED

(1)

Fig. 3. WorldView-2 and NDWIice images of supraglacial stream networks.
(a) WorldView-2 image (RGB: bands 5, 3, and 2) containing numerous
supraglacial streams in both a slush region (A) and a nonslush region (B).
(b) Corresponding NDWIice image revealing higher NDWIice values in slush.

This NDWIice is particularly suitable for use with
WorldView-2 imagery, owing to fairly strong water/ice contrast
in the red band (630–690 nm) and relatively high reflectance
of water in the blue band (450–510 nm). For example, a
comparison of conventional NDWI and NDWIice retrievals
for a GrIS supraglacial lake reveals a more clearly defined
lake boundary and homogenous lake interior for NDWIice (see
Fig. 2). NDWIice was therefore used as the basis for all further
water delineations in this study.
Ideally, one global NDWIice threshold would classify each
image into either “water” or “nonwater” regions. This is confounded on the GrIS by the presence of slush (wet or saturated
snow and/or firn). Slush is a common transitional material in
the GrIS ablation zone often found alongside liquid water and
bare ice, usually in areas of low relief [see Fig. 3(a)]. Owing
to its high liquid water content, slush often has similarly low
visible/NIR spectral reflectance as supraglacial streams, thus
presenting an important challenge for distinguishing these two
materials. As a result, NDWIice only partially discerns slush
from liquid water and may completely fail in very wet and/or
saturated areas.
Although NDWIice values for slush are lower than values for
lakes, they commonly have even higher NDWIice values than
actively flowing streams [see Fig. 3(b)]. Therefore, a single
global threshold is insufficient for universal stream detection,
and a multithreshold method [9] is developed here. In total,
three global thresholds were used: 1) a liberal NDWIice threshold designed to capture as many “water” pixels as possible
(tlow ); 2) a stringent NDWIice threshold designed to capture
deep-water bodies such as lakes (thigh ); and 3) an intermediate
NDWIice value (tmod ) between tlow and thigh designed to help
eliminate slush. The criterion of threshold determination is as
follows: tlow is determined by averaging the NDWIice values
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Fig. 4. Global “water” classifications using three NDWIice thresholds.
(a) tlow . (b) tmod . (c) thigh .

of randomly selected pixels from ten “small” stream segments
(1 pixel wide) that are visually recognizable throughout the
image; tmod is determined in a similar way, except the NDWIice
values are randomly selected from ten “large” streams (width
> 1 pixel) throughout the image; and thigh is determined
by averaging NDWIice values from ten lakes throughout the
image. In general, the NDWIice values of streams and lakes
were relatively uniform throughout the image. Applied universally, each threshold discerns supraglacial stream networks
from slush to varying degrees of success, with a low threshold
tlow , capturing excessive slush but preserving stream network
continuity, the high threshold excluding all slush but capturing
few streams, and the moderate threshold excluding most slush
but also fragmenting the stream network (see Fig. 4).
B. Stream Delineation
Of the three NDWIice thresholds, features extracted using
tmod were preferred for active stream delineation, owing to
their capability to identify numerous active streams while eliminating most areas of slush. However, two issues still remained.
First, not all slush was removed from the classification. Second,
owing to longitudinal variations in NDWIice , this intermediate
threshold sometimes failed to detect short segments along a
stream course, causing gaps/disconnects in its corresponding
delineation. The first problem was mitigated using an edgedetection method and is presented in Section II-C. The second
problem was mitigated using the multipoints fast marching
method [17], which is a novel variant of the fast marching
method [18] as follows.
Given an image I : Ω → R+ and a source point list pi (i =
1, 2, . . . , N ), a cost surface P : Ω → R+ is built, which seeks
lower values near desired features of the image. Propagations
are simultaneously conducted from all the source points with
propagation constraints (e.g., a neighborhood searching condition) as follows: 1) propagate and compute a minimal action
map Ui to pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) until no further valid propagation points are found, then record all the meeting points, and
Ui could be regarded as the arrival time of a front propagating
from the source pi with cost P or velocity 1/P ; 2) select the
meeting point pij with the lowest value of minimal action as
the valid meeting point between the source point pi and pj ;
3) compute the minimal path between pij and pi (pj ) through
back propagation (gradient descent) from pij back to pi (pj )
on Ui (Uj ), respectively, to yield the two minimal paths, then
join them to obtain the optimal minimal path between pi and
pj ; and, finally, 4) compute the possible minimal paths between
all source points in the image.

Fig. 5. Application of the spectral–shape method to the NDWIice tmod
classification shown in Fig. 4(b). (a) Morphological closing. (b) Morphological
thinning. (c) Minimal action map generated from the multipoints fast marching
method. (d) Preliminary stream delineation with gaps rejoined. (e) Dilated
edges from the Canny edge detector used to mask (d). (f) Final actively
flowing supraglacial stream network after secondary slush elimination using
edge detection.

To preprocess the tmod NDWIice mask for the multipoints
fast marching method, a morphological closing operation
(3 × 3 moving window) is used to fill missing water pixels or
remove isolated ones [see Fig. 5(a)]. A morphological thinning
operation (3 × 3 moving window) is then used to reduce water
regions to 1-pixel-wide skeletal remnants in order to enable
the multipoints fast marching method (and vectorization, if
desired later) [see Fig. 5(b)]. These thinned water features are
labeled “stream candidates” and rejoined using the multipoints
fast marching method, with their endpoints being the source
points of propagation and the NDWIice inverse image the cost
surface P (in which stream candidates have faster propagation
velocities, i.e., low cost). This drives faster propagation between stream candidate endpoints, thus closing the gaps and
producing the optimal minimal (least cost) paths between them
[see Fig. 5(c) and (d)].
Appropriate connection constraints are necessary since some
linear or semilinear features on the ice sheet (e.g., dry stream
channels, crevasses, and fractures) should be ignored. Note that
the minimal action path of a source point is determined not
only by its front propagation velocity but also by its distance
to the other source points. Therefore, if the gap between two
stream candidates is large, erroneous shortcuts (such as dry
stream channels) may be obtained. To reduce this problem,
a propagation constraint was implemented through a neighborhood searching condition. At each propagation step, the
current point with the smallest action was selected, and only its
neighbors with NDWIice values greater than tlow were updated.
This prevented dry stream channels from becoming connected
because their NDWIice values were almost always smaller
than tlow , thus eliminating them from consideration as valid
propagation points.
C. Slush Elimination
Even after stream delineation, some areas of slush still
remained, some with actively flowing streams and some not
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[see Fig. 5(d)]. These latter erroneous stream candidates were
difficult to eliminate owing to their similar spectral characteristics with open water. This led to development of a
shape-orientated approach to reduce erroneously thinned slush
features while preserving active streams. The motivation for
this approach is separation of low-reflectance actively flowing
stream channels, which possess linear, crenulate, or sinuous
shapes with high length/width ratios, from low reflectance slush
areas, which do not. The dilated edge of the raw NDWIice
image was obtained by a Canny edge detector [19] and a
morphological dilation operator (3 × 3 moving window), in
which edges (active streams) were delineated while nonedges
(erroneous slush features) were not [see Fig. 5(e)].
Only the pixels that were delineated in both the dilated edge
image and the connected stream candidate image were marked
as active stream pixels. The erroneously thinned features located in slush were thus removed if they did not overlay with
edges. Importantly, the thresholds for the Canny edge detector
were kept relatively low (35–45 for low threshold and 55–65
for high threshold based on the Canny edge detector output
ranging from 0 to 255) to keep stream shapes complete because
the nonstream edges will later be eliminated by overlaying a
candidate connected stream image. A minimal size constraint
Psize was imposed to remove small segments orphaned by the
cutting effect of the dilation edge. Remaining stream candidates
that survived all of these tests were encoded as “actively flowing
streams” in the final product [see Fig. 5(f)].

Fig. 6. Actively flowing supraglacial streams delineated from six
WorldView-2 images of the GrIS ablation zone near Kangerlussuaq,
southwestern Greenland, using the described spectral–shape method.
Locations of six test sites manually digitized to assess performance accuracy
(see Table I and Figs. 7 and 8) are also shown.
TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE ACCURACY OF THE tlow -T HRESHOLD, tmod -T HRESHOLD ,
AND S PECTRAL –S HAPE M ETHOD , AS C OMPARED W ITH M ANUAL
D IGITIZATION FOR THE S IX T EST S ITES S HOWN IN FIG. 6

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Supraglacial stream delineations were carried out using
the described “spectral–shape” method for six multispectral
WorldView-2 images acquired on June 23, 2011 over the southwestern GrIS ablation zone near Kangerlussuaq. All coding
was implemented using C# for Visual Studio. Optimal values
for tlow , tmod , and thigh were determined as 0.120, 0.140, and
0.250, respectively, through random selection of 10 pixels each
from ten small stream segments (1 pixel wide), ten large stream
segments (width > 1 pixel), and ten lakes, respectively, with
standard deviations of 0.011, 0.008, and 0.021, respectively. A
Psize setting of 5 pixels was used to remove short segments. For
the Canny detector, values of 40 and 60 were used for the high
and low edge thresholds, respectively.
To assess the performance of the automated stream delineations, six test sites ranging from 1.7 to 9.3 km2 were selected (see Fig. 6), consisting of slush (sites 1–3) and nonslush
(sites 4–6) stream-rich regions. For each site, independently
derived stream delineations were manually digitized from falsecolor composites of the original WorldView-2 imagery, for
comparison with the automated results. Performance accuracy
was computed as the ratio of algorithm-derived stream pixels to
manually digitized stream pixels.
For all six images, supraglacial streams were distinguished
from slush, dry stream channels/crevasses/fractures, with good
success, with 62 682 actively flowing streams identified (see
Fig. 6). Within the validation test sites, the performance accuracy of the described spectral–shape method was 85.2%,
as compared with 52.9% and 59.4%, respectively, using a

simple tlow - or tmod -threshold alone (see Table I). In addition,
the method identified 92 ponds and lakes, often connected to
streams, thus revealing a complex supraglacial drainage system.
In nonslush regions, however, a simple tlow -threshold offers an
average accuracy value of 92.1% because this low threshold
maintains stream network connectivity well in the absence
of slush [see Fig. 8(c)]. This outperforms the spectral–shape
method slightly (82.8%), suggesting a simple tlow -threshold is
sufficient for stream delineation for those areas and/or times of
year where slush is known to be absent on the ice sheet surface.
Because slush has high NDWIice values and tlow cannot distinguish between slush and streams, the average performance
accuracy of using the tlow -threshold alone to classify streams
for sites 1–3 is only 13.8%, indicating that simple thresholding
should not be applied to slushy regions [see Fig. 7(c)]. An
intermediate tmod -threshold results in high stream losses in
both slush and nonslush regions [see Figs. 7(d) and 8(d)]
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procedures with the use of edge detection, these difficulties are
substantially overcome.
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Fig. 7. Supraglacial stream delineations for test site 1 (slush region). (a) Raw
WorldView-2 image. (b) Manually digitized stream network. (c) Delineation
based on tlow only. (d) Delineation based on tmod only. (e) Delineation based
on tmod , tlow , and shape information (spectral–shape method).
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Fig. 8. Supraglacial stream delineations for test site 4 (nonslush region).
(a) Raw WorldView-2 image. (b) Manually digitized stream network. (c) Delineation based on tlow only. (d) Delineation based on tmod only. (e) Delineation
based on tmod , tlow , and shape information (spectral–shape method).
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